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• Enables an easy search of not only Metra products, but its other brands as well.

• Allows dealers and customers to browse and filter parts by vehicle specifics such as make, model, year and trim.

• Lets dealers quickly place orders for parts – no online payment needed, Metra does the rest.
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WARNING: This catalog does not advise whether a State of California Proposition 65 warning is required for a particular item of merchandise. To learn whether a particular item of merchandise requires a California Proposition 65 warning, please be sure to look up and read the particular merchandise’s listing on Metra’s website www.MetraOnline.com, as well as read the particular merchandise’s packaging. When a California Proposition 65 warning is present on Metra’s website listing for the particular merchandise, or on the particular merchandise’s packaging, a compliant California Proposition 65 warning is to be provided to the purchasing California consumer prior to the sale of the particular merchandise.
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# 2020 NEW DASH KITS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Year Range</th>
<th>Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 95-9114B       | AUDI TT 2008-2015| • ISO DDIN radio provision  
                  |                   | • Painted scratch-resistant matte black                                   |
| 95-9327B       | BMW 1-SERIES 2008-2013 | • ISO DDIN radio provision  
                        |                   | • Painted scratch-resistant matte black                                   |
| 95-6557B       | DODGE DAKOTA 2005-2007 | • ISO DDIN radio provision  
                        |                   | • Painted scratch-resistant matte black                                   
                        |                   | • An included cutting template and a trim panel to cover the cut, provides a DDIN solution into the factory panel |
| 107-FD1B       | FORD TRANSIT 2020 | • Designed specifically for ISO DDIN radios which have an “L” shaped chassis design, with the radio chassis at the bottom of the screen like the Alpine iLX-207  
                        |                   | • Also designed for Pioneer modular 6.8” radios like the DMH-C2550NEX and DMH-C2500NEX  
                        |                   | • Painted scratch-resistant matte black to match the factory appearance  

**HYUNDAI VENUE 2020**
- ISO DDIN radio provision
- Most full-sized DDIN radios require minor sub-dash modifications
- Shallow mount radios will not require any modifications
- Housing is painted scratch-resistant matte black with separate molded vent trims being bright silver to match the factory appearance

**KIA SOUL 2020-UP**
- Integrated circuit board and laser etched graphics on a molded “hard button” to retain the factory hazard functionality
- Includes radio harnessing and interfacing to retain the factory steering wheel controls and factory backup camera if equipped
- Painted scratch-resistant matte black to match the factory appearance
- Parts included for the installation of both Single-DIN and Double-DIN radios

**JEEP GRAND CHEROKEE 1996-1998**
- Designed specifically for ISO DDIN radios which have an “L” shaped chassis design, with the radio chassis at the top of the screen
- Also designed for Pioneer modular 6.8” radios like the DMH-CZ550NEX and DMH-C2550NEX. *See radio manufacturer for current models
- Custom textured to match the factory appearance
- Detailed instructions and extra sub-dash brackets provide a cut and cover style kit for a DDIN screen while retaining the factory climate vents

**HARLEY-DAVIDSON® FLT MODELS (painted) 1998-2013**
- Designed for installation of a new style aftermarket Double-DIN large face radio
- Comes with radio mounting kit and retains all original gauges
- Three sets of speaker plates are included. 6.5”, 6”x 9” and a blank so you can add the speaker of your choice
- Made from durable ABS plastic, comes painted black and can be custom painted any color
- Additional parts may be needed to be purchased separately depending on the end user’s requirements

* Visit MetraOnline.com For Up-To-Date Vehicle Specific Applications

FAX YOUR ORDER 1.386.258.3940
**2020 NEW DASH KITS**

**107-MZ1B**

**MAZDA CX-3 2016-2020 | TOYOTA YARIS 2019-2020**

- Designed specifically for ISO DDIN radios which have an "L" shaped chassis design, with the radio chassis at the bottom of the screen like the Alpine iLX-207.
- Also designed for Pioneer modular 6.8” radios like the DMH-C2500NEX and DMH-C2550NEX. *See radio manufacturer for current models.
- Painted scratch-resistant matte black

**95-8733B**

**MERCEDES C CLASS 2008-2011**

- ISO DDIN radio provision
- Painted scratch-resistant matte black
- Upper panel with a recessed re-location of factory buttons included

**95-8734W**

**MERCEDES S CLASS 2000-2006**

- ISO DDIN radio provision
- Painted scratch-resistant matte black
- Coated with hydrographic film for a woodgrain finish

**95-8734B**

**MERCEDES S CLASS 2000-2006**

- ISO DDIN radio provision
- Painted scratch-resistant matte black

**CALL TO ORDER 1.386.257.2956**

**T** TEXTURED/SPECIAL FINISH  **P** PAINTED  **D** DOUBLE-DIN
95-8735B

MERCEDES SL CLASS 2003-2008

- ISO DDIN radio provision
- Painted scratch-resistant matte black

108-MI1

MINI COUNTRYMAN | PACEMAN 2011-2016 (without factory NAV)

- Designed specifically for the 8” Pioneer® Modular Solutions DMH-C500NEX and DMH-C2500NEX. *See radio manufacturer for current models
- Includes a block out panel for factory radio buttons no longer used
- High polished processing provides a look that’s similar to both the aftermarket radio and factory finish
- Patent-pending design

107-MI1

MINI COUNTRYMAN | PACEMAN 2011-2016 (without factory NAV)

- Designed specifically for 6.8” Pioneer® Modular Solutions DMH-C2500NEX and DMH-C2500NEX. *See radio manufacturer for current models
- Includes a block out panel for factory radio buttons no longer used
- High polished processing provides a look that’s similar to both the aftermarket radio and factory finish
- Patent-pending design

95-7019

MITSUBISHI MIRAGE 2018-2020

- ISO DDIN radio provision
- High polished processing gives a gloss plastic to match the look of both the aftermarket radio and factory finish

* Visit MetraOnline.com For Up-To-Date Vehicle Specific Applications

FAX YOUR ORDER 1.386.258.3940
2020 NEW DASH KITS

99-7019
MITSUBISHI MIRAGE 2018-2020
• ISO DIN radio provision with a pocket
• High polished processing gives a gloss plastic to match the look of both the aftermarket radio and factory finish

95-7020
MITSUBISHI ECLIPSE CROSS ES 2018-2020
• ISO DDIN radio provision
• High polished processing gives a gloss plastic to match the look of both the aftermarket radio and factory finish

99-7020
MITSUBISHI ECLIPSE CROSS ES 2018-2020
• ISO DDIN radio provision with a pocket
• High polished processing gives a gloss plastic to match the look of both the aftermarket radio and factory finish

95-7638
NISSAN SENTRA 2020-UP*
• Designed specifically for ISO DDIN radios which have an “L” shaped chassis design, with the radio chassis at the bottom of the screen like the Alpine iLX-207.
• Also designed for Pioneer® modular 6.8” radios like the DMH-C2550NEX and DMH-C2500NEX. *See radio manufacturer for current models
• Painted with a gloss black face, silver trim, and a custom textured housing

CALL TO ORDER 1.386.257.2956

T TEXTURED/ SPECIAL FINISH
P PAINTED
D DOUBLE-DIN
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Compatibility</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 99-7638 | NISSAN SENTRA 2020-UP*                                                                          | • ISO DIN radio provision with a pocket  
• Painted with a gloss black face, silver trim and a custom textured housing |
| 107-TO1HG | TOYOTA RAV4 2019-UP*                                                                            | • Designed specifically for ISO DDIN radios which have an “L” shaped chassis design, with the radio chassis at the bottom of the screen like the Alpine ILX-207  
• Also designed for Pioneer modular 6.8” radios like the DMH-C2550NEX and DMH-C2500NEX. *See radio manufacturer for current models  
• Painted high gloss black to match the factory appearance |
| 108-TO6HG | TOYOTA RAV4 2019-UP*                                                                            | • Designed specifically for the 8” Pioneer® Modular Solutions DMH-C5500NEX.  
*See radio manufacturer for current models  
• Painted with a gloss black face, silver trim and a custom textured housing |
| 107-TO7HG | TOYOTA HIGHLANDER 2020 (without factory 12.3 inch screen)                                           | • Designed specifically for ISO DDIN radios which have an “L” shaped chassis design, with the radio chassis at the bottom of the screen like the Alpine ILX-207  
• Also designed for Pioneer® modular 6.8” radios like the DMH-C2550NEX and DMH-C2500NEX  
• Painted high gloss black to match the factory appearance |

* Visit MetraOnline.com For Up-To-Date Vehicle Specific Applications
**CALL TO ORDER** 1.386.257.2956

**2020 NEW DASH KITS**

---

**108-TO7HG**

**TOYOTA HIGHLANDER 2020** (without factory 12.3 inch screen)
- Designed specifically for the 8” Pioneer® Modular Solutions DMH-C5500NEX. *See radio manufacturer for current models*
- Painted high gloss black to match the factory appearance

---

**109-TO7**

**TOYOTA HIGHLANDER 2020** (without factory 12.3 inch screen)
- Designed specifically for the 9” Pioneer® Modular Solutions Receiver (DMH-WCG600NEX) Radio. *See radio manufacturer for current models"

---

**109-UN02**

**UNIVERSAL FLOATING MOUNT KIT PIONEER 9-IN RADIOS**
- Designed specifically for the 9” Pioneer® Modular Solutions Receiver (DMH-WCG6600NEX) Radio. *See radio manufacturer for current models*
- A complete housing encases the Pioneer® 9” screen
- High polished processing provides a look to match both the aftermarket radio and factory finish
- Patent-pending design

---

**107-UN02**

**UNIVERSAL FLOATING MOUNT KIT PIONEER 6.8-IN MODULAR RADIOS**
- Engineered specifically for 6.8” Pioneer® Modular Solutions Receivers like DMH-C2550NEX and DMH-C2500NEX. *See radio manufacturer for current models*
- A complete housing encases the Pioneer® 6.8” modular radios
- High polished processing provides a look to match both the aftermarket radio and factory finish
- Patent-pending design
DP-3002GY
GM FULL-SIXED TRUCKS AND SUVS 1998-2002
• Replacement dash panel with a DDIN radio opening
• Two different OEM matched textures
• Painted black to match the factory appearance

DP-3002PWT
GM FULL-SIXED TRUCKS AND SUVS 1998-2002
• Replacement dash panel with a DDIN radio opening
• Two different OEM matched textures
• Painted pewter to match the factory appearance

DP-3002SHL
GM FULL-SIXED TRUCKS AND SUVS 1998-2002
• Replacement dash panel with a DDIN radio opening
• Two different OEM matched textures
• Painted shale to match the factory appearance

DP-3002TB
GM FULL-SIXED TRUCKS AND SUVS 1998-2002
• Replacement dash panel with a DDIN radio opening
• Two different OEM matched textures
• Painted black to match the factory appearance

* Visit MetraOnline.com For Up-To-Date Vehicle Specific Applications

FAX YOUR ORDER 1.386.258.3940
**82-7000**

MITSUBISHI SPEAKER ADAPTER 2008-UP* (multi-application)
- Designed for installation of 6” to 6.75” size speakers
- Added support tabs can be used for additional support not provided by the factory speaker mount
- Sold as a pair

**82-CH1**

CHRYSLER COMBO SPEAKER KIT 1995-2006
- ABS speaker adapter plates (pair)
- Speaker adapter harnesses (pair)
- One convenient package to assist in replacing a pair of speakers

**82-CH2**

CHRYSLER COMBO SPEAKER KIT 2002-2020
- ABS speaker adapter plates (pair)
- Speaker adapter harnesses (pair)
- One convenient package to assist in replacing a pair of speakers

**82-FD1**

FORD COMBO SPEAKER KIT 2011-2020
- ABS speaker adapter plates (pair)
- Speaker adapter harnesses (pair)
- One convenient package to assist in replacing a pair of speakers
GM COMBO SPEAKER KIT 1995-2014
• ABS speaker adapter plates (pair)
• Speaker adapter harnesses (pair)
• One convenient package to assist in replacing a pair of speakers

GM COMBO SPEAKER KIT 2007-2014
• ABS speaker adapter plates (pair)
• Speaker adapter harnesses (pair)
• One convenient package to assist in replacing a pair of speakers

GM COMBO SPEAKER KIT 2014-2020
• ABS speaker adapter plates (pair)
• Speaker adapter harnesses (pair)
• One convenient package to assist in replacing a pair of speakers

* Visit MetraOnline.com For Up-To-Date Vehicle Specific Applications
2020 NEW SPEAKER KITS

82-HD1
HONDA COMBO SPEAKER KIT 1997-2007
• ABS speaker adapter plates (pair)
• Speaker adapter harnesses (pair)
• One convenient package to assist in replacing a pair of speakers

82-HD2
HONDA COMBO SPEAKER KIT 2006-2020
• ABS speaker adapter plates (pair)
• Speaker adapter harnesses (pair)
• One convenient package to assist in replacing a pair of speakers

82-JP1
JEEP COMBO SPEAKER KIT 1997-2006
• ABS speaker adapter plates (pair)
• Speaker adapter harnesses (pair)
• One convenient package to assist in replacing a pair of speakers

82-SU1
SUBARU | TOYOTA COMBO SPEAKER KIT 2003-2020
• ABS speaker adapter plates (pair)
• Speaker adapter harnesses (pair)
• One convenient package to assist in replacing a pair of speakers
**82-TY1**

**TOYOTA COMBO SPEAKER KIT 2013-2020**
- ABS speaker adapter plates (pair)
- Speaker adapter harnesses (pair)
- One convenient package to assist in replacing a pair of speakers

**82-VW1**

**VOLKSWAGEN COMBO SPEAKER KIT 1998-2015**
- ABS speaker adapter plates (pair)
- Speaker adapter harnesses (pair)
- One convenient package to assist in replacing a pair of speakers

---

**MetraDealer.com**

**EXCLUSIVE DEALER WEBSITE!**

▶ Order at anytime. Day or Night! ▶

▶ All the Metra Brands in one location for your ordering convenience. ▶

▶ Always up to date with all the latest products! ▶

For More Information Please Call Your Sales Representative at 1-386-257-2956
2020 NEW SPEAKER HARNESSSES

70-7905
MAZDA SELECT SPEAKER HARNESS 2016-UP*
• Four feet long to make connections from factory tuner locations to the aftermarket radio in the dash
• Power and 4 speaker connections

72-6514-12
CHRYSLER SPEAKER HARNESS 12" 1990-UP*
• Sold as pair

72-6516
RAM SPEAKER HARNESS 2020-UP*
• Sold as pair

72-7303
KIA | HYUNDAI SPEAKER HARNESS 2014-2018
• Sold as pair

72-8110
SUBARU | TOYOTA SPEAKER HARNESS 2016-UP*
• Sold as pair

CALL TO ORDER 1.386.257.2956
AT YOUR FINGERTIPS

SUBSCRIBE!

• NEW PRODUCTS
• INSTRUCTION VIDEOS

SOCIAL MEDIA

Follow Us!

• FEATURED INSTALLS
• Q & A

SHARE YOUR PROJECT PHOTOS WITH US FOR A CHANCE TO BE FEATURED ON OUR SOCIAL MEDIA. TAG @METRAELECTRONICS IN YOUR POSTS!
TE-2MPIR
MULTI-MOUNT ACCESSORY CONTROLLED CAMERA

Featuring a separate trigger for the IR LEDs and parking lines that can be activated while the vehicle is in reverse. This camera has a CMOS II sensor and a 170-degree viewing angle.

- Multiple mounts included - behind plate mount & surface mount
- Improved power circuit
- Can be viewed while driving, with compatible monitor
- IR LEDs for night vision - Triggered only when in reverse
- Selectable parking lines
- Water-resistant to protect from the elements

WIRE LENGTHS
Extension Cable: 8.2M / 27FT
Camera Cable: 1.5M / 5FT

---

TE-2MPLTC
LED ACCESSORY CAMERA WITH MULTI-MOUNT AND ACTIVE PARKING LINES

Featuring active parking lines (shown while the camera is active) and a separate trigger for the LEDs that can be activated when the vehicle is in reverse. This camera has a CMOS II sensor and a 170-degree viewing angle.

- Multiple mounts included - behind plate mount & surface mount
- Improved power circuit
- Can be viewed while driving, with compatible monitor
- LEDs for night vision - Triggered only when in reverse
- Active parking lines
- Water-resistant to protect from the elements

WIRE LENGTHS
Extension Cable: 8.2M/27FT
Camera Cable: 1.5M/5FT
**TE-2MPTC**
**MULTI-MOUNT ACCESSORY**
**CONTROLLED CAMERA**

Featuring active parking lines that are visible the entire time that the camera is on. This camera has a CMOS II sensor and a 170-degree viewing angle.

- Multiple mounts included - behind plate mount & surface mount
- Improved power circuit
- Can be viewed while driving, with compatible monitor
- Active parking lines
- Water-resistant to protect from the elements

**WIRE LENGTHS**
- **Extension Cable:** 8.2M/27FT
- **Camera Cable:** 1.5M/5FT

---

**TE-2MPC**
**MULTI-MOUNT ACCESSORY**
**CONTROLLED CAMERA**

Featuring multiple mounts included for installation behind the license plate, surface mounting or flush mounting. This camera has a CMOS II sensor and a 170-degree viewing angle.

- Multiple mounts included - behind plate mount, surface mount and flush mount
- Improved power circuit
- Can be viewed while driving, with compatible monitor
- Water-resistant to protect from the elements

**WIRE LENGTHS**
- **Extension Cable:** 8.2M/27FT
- **Camera Cable:** 1.5M/5FT
TE-190
WIDE ANGLE ADJUSTABLE CAMERA

- Wide viewing angle
- Resolution: 600 TV lines
- Mirror Image - switchable
- Field of View: Diagonal 210°, Horizontal 190°, Vertical 140°
- Min. Illumination: 0.01 lux

WIRE LENGTHS
Extension Cable: 7.9M/26FT
Camera Cable: 1.5M/5FT

CHECK OUT OUR NEW WEBSITE!

iBeamUSA.com
TE-BSM2
2-WAY BLIND + LANE CHANGE ALERT SYSTEM

The TE-BSM is mounted entirely inside the vehicle with one sensor mounted on the rear windshield, providing a clean and easy installation that eliminates the need for bumper removal. Unlike other systems, everything is built into a single sensor for an easy DIY installation, with no additional control modules or parts needed. This system provides both audible and visual alerts for rear blind spot detection within a 65.5FT field. An LED visual-only alert is shown if there is a vehicle in the blind spot and then the visual and audible alert is triggered if the blinker is on and a vehicle is in the blind spot, alerting the driver immediately.

- Easy to install
- No bumper removal
- In-vehicle installation (rear glass location)
- Detects approaching and overtaking vehicles
- Visual LED and audible alerts
- Car and SUV applications
- Blind spot and lane change alert

**VISUAL SIGNALS**
Easily tuck into dashboard with included clips or 3M double-sided tape
TE-2PSK
NO DRILL PARKING 2 SENSOR KIT

Provide enhanced accuracy with a reliable 2-sensor parking system that uses a higher frequency than current sensors on the market to allow for a more precise 3FT sensing field with fewer false triggers. The TE-2PSK has everything built into the sensors with no additional control modules or parts needed, resulting in an easy to install kit that doesn’t require drilling into the bumper - simply mount the sensors and run wires. A 3-zone setup for audible alerts helps drivers navigate difficult parking situations with ease. Designed for rear plastic bumpers. (May be used in the front with additional wiring. Modifications may be required depending on the vehicle and its ability to mount to the bumpers.

- 2-sensor parking solution
- No need to drill into the bumper
- Audio 3-zone alerts
- No additional control box needed
- Horizontal Sensing Field: 144°
- Easy to install
**TE-DVR1080**  
**UNIVERSAL DASH CAMERA**  
• 1080p dash camera @ 30 FPS  
• Suction cup mounted  
• 2” display screen  
• Records video and audio  
• G-sensor impact recording  
• Parking mode function  
• Max Micro SD card 32 GB (not included)

---

**TE-WKMR43**  
**WIRELESS 4.3” MIRROR/MONITOR AND CAMERA COMBO**  
• Wireless clip-on mirror and monitor kit  
• 4.3” LCD monitor  
• 20M / 65FT range  
• DC socket power for mirror  
• Video triggered by the camera’s signal

---

**TE-WKMN5**  
**UNIVERSAL WIRELESS SYSTEM MONITOR + CAMERA KIT**  
• Wireless camera and monitor kit  
• 5” LCD monitor  
• 20M / 65FT range  
• DC socket power for monitor  
• Video triggered by the camera’s signal

---

FAX YOUR ORDER 1.386.258.3940
TE-WMCE
COMMERCIAL WIRELESS SYSTEM
• 7” LCD screen for rearview image
• Heavy-duty camera
• 300FT unobstructed transmission distance
• Easy DC/cigarette socket power plug for monitor

TE-9VS-4
COMMERCIAL QUAD-VIEW 9” MONITOR
• Heavy-duty tilting bracket mount
• Display 1-4 cameras simultaneously with multiple display layouts
• 4-pin DIN connectors
• Includes remote
TE-3BLCFD  
**THIRD BRAKE LIGHT CARGO CAMERA**  
- Adds a blind spot/cargo camera to the third brake light of the vehicle  
- Resolution: 480 TV lines  
- Field of view: Diagonal 168°, Horizontal 136°, Vertical 100°  
- Selectable parking lines  

**FITS:**  
- **2015-2020** FORD F-150  
- **2019-2020** FORD RANGER  
- **2017-2020** FORD SUPER DUTY  

**WIRE LENGTHS**  
Extension Cable: 7M/23FT  
Camera Cable: .61M/2FT

---

TE-3BLCGM  
**THIRD BRAKE LIGHT CARGO CAMERA**  
- Adds a blind spot/cargo camera to the third brake light of the vehicle  
- Resolution: 480 TV lines  
- Field of view: Diagonal 168°, Horizontal 136°, Vertical 100°  
- Selectable parking lines  

**FITS:**  
- **2014-2020** CHEVROLET SILVERADO  
- GMC SIERRA  

**WIRE LENGTHS**  
Extension Cable: 7M/23FT  
Camera Cable: .61M/2FT

---

TE-VVT  
**VOLTAGE REDUCER**  
- Allows 12 volts to be reduced to 3.3V, 5V, 6V or 9V  
- Provides easier wiring options to add on additional accessories when only 12V is available

---

TE-CAMFLTR  
**PULSE WIDTH MODULATION STABILIZER**  
- Provides a stable signal for reverse from a vehicle that uses Pulse Width Modulation technology  
- Eliminates the need to run extra wires to the front of the vehicle to power camera
HE-SWP8C 8 GANG FLUSH MOUNT SWITCH PANEL CASE

**SPECs**
- Fits HE-SWP8 switch panel (sold separately)
- Switch panel screws securely to the case box
- Included snap on trim plate for a clean installation
- Cut template and mounting hardware included

For the HE-SWP8 ▲

RGB1-UNDGLED RGB 4 LED TUBE UNDER GLOW

- Includes (2) 48 inch and (2) 36 inch LED tubes
- Dual connection to controller for maximum current and even illumination
- Requires RGB-CB1 controller (sold separately)
- Mounting hardware and extension cables included

RGB-CB1 RGB CONTROL BOX

- App controlled Android™ / iOS®
- Wireless BLE control
- 16 million color options
- Group multiple devices
- Camera color capture
- Sync lighting to your music
- Rainbow, water and fire patterns
- Fade, blink and pulsating transitions
- 4 programmable triggers
- Handles up to 10 amps of lights

Download it FREE at the Apple Store or Google Play
UNIVERSAL MOUNTS

MAGNET MOUNT
HE-UVMM
- Ultra strong magnetic mount
- Mount 1 light per bracket or use set to mount a lightbar
- Sold as pair

HOOD MOUNT
HE-UVHM
- No drill compression mount
- Mount 1 light per bracket or use set to mount a slim lightbar
- Rubber pad built onto bracket to protect vehicle’s paint
- Sold as pair

RAPTOR 2017-UP
HE-FDBK13
- Mount to OE fog light location
- Accepts 3 cube lights per side (6 lights total)

2020 NEW STROBE LIGHTS

HE-MUSTR-S1W LED STROBE BULB
- LED replacement bulb
- LED color: White
- Sold individually
- For use with HE-MUSTR-W (sold separately)

HE-MUSTR-G2A AMBER GRILLE STROBE SET
- 2 pack
- LED Color: Amber or White
- Hardware and harness included
- For use with HE-MUSTR-GR(x) (sold separately)

HE-MUSTR-G2W WHITE GRILLE STROBE SET
- 2 pack
- LED Color: Amber or White
- Hardware and harness included
- For use with HE-MUSTR-GR(x) (sold separately)
Metra PowerSports introduces the latest 6-zone switch control box for powersports applications. This new controller offers two control options, Carling® style switch knockout and app controlled. This IP67 water-resistant rating switch box features the latest MOSFET chips, which is designed for tough environment and applications at high switching frequencies.

**NEW! MPS-SW6**

**6 ZONES**

**700 WATT 6-ZONE SWITCH PANEL**

**UNIVERSAL**

**FEATURES**

+ Two control options
+ Six button Carling® style switch
+ App controlled via Bluetooth®
+ Each zone independently controlled
+ Low EMI design

**FEATURES CONTROLLED THROUGH THE APP**

+ Two strobe options, fast and double pulse patterns
+ Lighting can be synced with music
+ Adjustable brightness on each channel
+ Master On/Off switch

**SPECS**

+ Input Voltage: 12V
+ Power Handling: 700 watts
+ Maximum Current: 60A
+ Control Box Material: ABS plastic
+ Operating Temperature: -40°F to 302°F
+ Switch Size: 1.45”x .83”
+ Control Box Size: 4.3”x 1.08”
NEW! MPS-DSPL-BT
NO SOURCE REQUIRED
ADD BLUETOOTH® AND FULL DSP CONTROL TO YOUR UTV, SIDE BY SIDE, GOLF CART OR MOTORCYCLE
  • UNIVERSAL
  + Housed in a water-resistant case
  + Harnesses have a rubber boot that snap into the housing
  + Designed for marine and powersports applications
  + Standard output harness
  + 15-band graphic EQ
  + Each channel has independent two-way/three-way crossovers in-line with the EQ and can be delayed independently up to 10ms
  + Easy installation
  + Clipping detection and limiting circuits
  + Volume knob and bass knob included
  + Settings adjusted via Bluetooth® in a smart device application (tablet or mobile phone), compatible with both Android™ and iOS® devices
  + Read, write and store your configuration for future recall
  + Password protect feature available in the mobile app
  + Micro “B” USB updatable

NEW! MPS-DUALBTKIT
UTV/ATV APPLICATIONS
UNIVERSAL DUAL BATTERY KIT
  • UNIVERSAL
  + Power your other equipment without draining your starting battery
  + Compatible with multiple types of off road vehicles
  + Smart battery isolator that will protect your battery’s charge automatically
  + Monitor your battery’s charge with the included dual voltage meter
  + 80A smart battery isolator
  + Dual battery voltage meter, LED Carling® style
  + Red and black 6 AWG 24” with 5/16 ring terminals
  + Universal battery strap
  + Zip ties, accessory wires and mounting hardware included
  + Shuriken battery sold separately

NEW! MPS-CDBTM
UNIVERSAL DUAL VOLTAGE METER
  • UNIVERSAL
  + Carling® style knock out
  + Dual battery meter
  + Red LED indicators
  + IPX5 rating

* Visit MetraOnline.com For Up-To-Date Vehicle Specific Applications
NEW! MPS-DSPX-RC1
PLUGS DIRECTLY INTO POLARIS® RIDE COMMAND®
WATER-RESISTANT 10-CHANNEL DSP

▶ USE WITH POLARIS® RIDE COMMAND®
+ Housed in a water-resistant case
+ Harnesses have a rubber boot that snap into the housing
+ Designed for Polaris® Ride Command® applications
+ Pre-wired input harness for AMP1, AMP2 and AMP3 of factory Ride Command®
+ 31-band graphic EQ
+ Selectable high and low level inputs
+ Each channel has independent two-way/three-way crossovers in-line with the EQ and can be delayed independently up to 10ms
+ Easy behind the Ride Command® installation
+ Clipping detection and limiting circuits
+ Bass knob included
+ Settings adjusted via Bluetooth® in a smart device application (tablet or mobile phone), compatible with both Android™ and ISO® devices
+ Read, write and store your configuration for future recall
+ Password protect feature available in the mobile app
+ Micro “B” USB updatable

NEW! MPS-POLCAM-F
PLUGS INTO FRONT OE HARNESS
UTV/ATV FRONT CAMERA ADD-ON

▶ FITS POLARIS® RIDE COMMAND® WITH 7” OR 4.3” INTERACTIVE DISPLAY
+ Add front aftermarket camera to your factory Ride Command® display
+ Plugs into OE connector located in front grille RZR GEN of vehicles with 7” or 4.3” Ride Command® screens
+ Flush mount camera included
+ .75” Diameter
+ Wide viewing angle
+ Fully adjustable lens

NEW! MPS-POLCAM-R
PLUGS INTO RC SCREEN
ATV/UTV REAR CAMERA ADD-ON

▶ FITS POLARIS® RIDE COMMAND® WITH 7” OR 4.3” INTERACTIVE DISPLAY
+ Add rear aftermarket camera to your factory Ride Command® display
+ Plugs into OE connector behind 7” or 4.3” Ride Command® screen
+ Works any universal iBEAM aftermarket camera

NEW! MPS-CSA
CARLING® STYLE SWITCH ADAPTER

▶ FITS POLARIS®
+ For use on Polaris® models with large switch openings
+ Adapts Carling® style switch openings to 1.45” x .830”
+ Sold individually

NEW! MPS-CSA5
SWITCH ADAPTER 5 PACK

▶ FITS POLARIS®
+ For use on Polaris® models with large switch openings
+ Adapts Carling® style switch openings to 1.45” x .830”
+ Sold in a 5 pack

NEW! MPS-KOOL
TOUCH ACTIVATED
DOM LIGHT

▶ CARLING® STYLE 6 WATT LED
+ Touch activated On/Off
+ Press and hold to dim
+ IPX5 rated

NEW! MPS-CSSP
UNIVERSAL MOUNTING PLATE

▶ CARLING® STYLE
+ Fits Carling switches
**NEW! MPS-RZRD1**
ATV/UTV
**SPEAKER DOOR PANELS**
- Fits Polaris® RZR 900/1000 2014-2021
- One pair (left and right) door panels to add 6.5" speakers and tweeter
- Molded for stock doors
- Flush mount
- Black ABS Construction

**NEW! MPS-GEND1**
ATV/UTV
**UNDER-DASH SPEAKER PODS**
- Fits Polaris® General 1000 2016-2021
- One set (left and right) under-dash speaker pods
- Molded for ease of installation
- Factory look
- Black ABS construction

**NEW! MPS-CAMX3SPI**
ATV/UTV
**SPEAKER DOOR PANELS**
- Fits Can-Am® X3 2017-2021
- One pair (right and left) door panels to add 6.5" speakers and tweeter
- No loss of passenger or cargo space
- Mounting hardware included
- ABS construction

**NEW! MPS-CUISB**
**CHARGING ONLY DUAL USB INSERT**
- Universal
- Water-tight covers
- 2.1A each @ 5volts
- Input 12/24V DC

* Visit MetraOnline.com For Up-To-Date Vehicle Specific Applications
COMING SOON!

95-HDF2
REPLACEMENT INNER FAIRING FOR DOUBLE-DIN RADIO
FITS HARLEY-DAVIDSON® FLT MODELS (PAINTED)

1998-2013

+ Designed to allow for the installation of a new style aftermarket Double-DIN large face radio
+ Comes with radio mounting kit
+ Three sets of speaker plates are included. 6.5”, 6x9, and a blank so you can add the speaker of your choice
+ Made from durable ABS plastic and comes painted black
+ Can be custom painted any color
+ Additional parts may be needed to be purchased separately depending on the end user’s requirements
+ Retains all original gauges

AXDSPX-WR
DSPX WITH WATER-RESISTANT CASE

UNIVERSAL

+ Saddle Tramp recommends the AXDSPX-WR when installing the BC-9716 add an amp harness.
+ Water-resistant DSPX
+ All wiring will be done at the radio

NEW

BC-9716
HD DSPX ADD AN AMP HARNESS
FITS HARLEY-DAVIDSON® FLH AND FLT

1998-2013

+ Add an amp harness 1998-2013 HD with OE radio and fairing
+ Pre-wire for the AXDSPX-WR, input and output harnesses included
+ Provides preterminated input and output wires
+ RCA output harnesses included
+ Pre-wired rear speaker plug, used with BC-9720 backbone harness
+ Universal for all amps on the market
+ Wire covered in protective cloth tape
+ To be used to add an amp OR use with AXDSPX-WR
**BC-9713**
96-97 to 98-13 Radio Conversion Harness
Fits Harley-Davidson® 1996-1997 FLH and FLT

- Converts radio connectors from 96-97 to 98-13 radio harness
- Use with AXDSPX-HD1, 99-9600, 99-9800, or 99-9633WR radio replacement kits

**BC-9720**
Backbone Rear Speaker Extension Harness
Fits Harley-Davidson® FLH and FLT

- 4-pin backbone harness for adding rear speakers
- 18ga OFC wires with OE connectors
- Works with BC-9721 splitter

**BC-9721**
Rear 3-Way Speaker Harness Splitter
Fits Harley-Davidson® FLH and FLT

- 3-way splitter for rear audio
- Plugs into OE backbone harness or BC-9720

**BC-9723**
Saddle Bag Speaker Harness
Fits Harley-Davidson® Hard Saddlebag

- Saddlebag speaker wiring harness
- Plugs into OE backbone harness or BC-9720
- Quick disconnect harnesses when removing saddlebags
- Water-tight grommet included
- For use with all Saddle Tramp bag lids
- Sold in pairs

* Visit MetraOnline.com for Up-To-Date Vehicle Specific Applications
2020 NEW AUDIO SOLUTIONS

NEW

BC-9725
CVO AMP BYPASS
FITS HARLEY-DAVIDSON® FLH AND FLT

➤ 2011-2013

+ OE amplifier bypass harnesses
+ (1) Front amp bypass all CVO 11-13
+ (1) Right saddlebag amp bypass CVO
+ (2) Front speaker plugs 14+ and 11-13 CVO SG/RG
+ (2) Saddlebag speaker plugs 14+ and 11-13 CVO SG/RG
2020 NEW 2014-UP AUDIO SOLUTIONS

AXDSPX-HD2
DSPX PACKAGE WITH WATER-RESISTANT CASE
FITS HARLEY-DAVIDSON® FLH AND FLT

- 2014-UP*

- This complete DSPX package is designed to retain the OE functionality when upgrading a sound system for select Harley-Davidson 2014-UP* motorcycles, with or without an amplified sound system. Our patented Axxess Digital Signal Processor (AXDSP-X) and T-harness is included in the package.

- Water-resistant plug-n-play harness for DSPX
- DSPX included
- Amplifier, if equipped, does NOT need to be retained
- All wiring will be done at the radio

AXDSPX-WR
DSPX WITH WATER-RESISTANT CASE

- UNIVERSAL

- Saddle Tramp recommends the AXDSPX-WR when installing the BC-9716 add an amp harness
- Water-resistant DSPX
- All wiring will be done at the radio

BC-9715
DSP AND ADD N AMP HARNESS
FITS HARLEY-DAVIDSON® FLH AND FLT

- 2014-UP*

- Add an amp harness with OE radio and Fairing
- Pre-wired for the AXDSPX-WR, input and output harnesses included
- Provides preterminated input and output wires
- RCA output harnesses included
- Pre-wired rear speaker output, used with BC-9720 backbone harness
- Universal for all amps
- Wire covered in protective cloth tape
- To be used to add an amp OR use with AXDSPX-WR
BC-9714
FRONT SPEAKER POD HARNESING
FITS HARLEY-DAVIDSON® FLH AND FLT

2014–UP*
+ OE style front speaker pod harnesses
+ Over molded grommet
+ OE connector 18ga OFC
+ Sold in pairs

BC-9720
BACKBONE REAR SPEAKER EXTENSION HARNES
FITS HARLEY-DAVIDSON® FLH AND FLT

1998–2020
+ 4-pin backbone harness for adding rear speakers
+ 18ga OFC wires with OE connectors
+ Works with BC-9721 splitter

BC-9721
REAR 3-WAY SPEAKER HARNES SPLITTHER
FITS HARLEY-DAVIDSON® FLH AND FLT

1998–2020
+ 3-way splitter for rear audio
+ Plugs into OE backbone harness or BC-9720

BC-9722
LOWER FAIRING “Y” HARNES
FITS HARLEY-DAVIDSON® FLH AND FLT

2014–UP*
+ Front speaker T-harness when adding lower fairing speaker pods
+ OE connectors, plug-n-play
+ Wire covered in Techflex®
+ Sold in pairs

BC-9723
SADDLE BAG SPEAKER HARNES
FITS HARLEY-DAVIDSON® HARD SADDLEBAG

1998–2020
+ Saddlebag speaker wiring harness
+ Plugs into OE backbone harness or BC-9720
+ Quick disconnect harnesses when removing saddlebags
+ Water-tight grommet included
+ For use with all Saddle Tramp bag lids
+ Sold in pairs

* Visit MetraOnline.com For Up-To-Date Vehicle Specific Applications
NEW

BC-9726
AMP BYPASS HARNESSES
FITS HARLEY-DAVIDSON® FLH AND FLT

2014-2020 STREET GLIDE | ROAD Glide

+ OE amplifier bypass harnesses
+ (1) Front amp bypass all CVO 14 +
+ (1) Tour-Pak® amp bypass 14 + (rear)
+ (1) Left saddlebag amp bypass 14 + (rear)
+ (1) Right saddlebag amp bypass 18+ CVO SG Only
+ (2) Saddlebag speaker plugs 14+ and 11-15 CVO SG/RG
Visit us on YouTube for our latest products and instruction videos

- New Products
- Instruction Videos

www.facebook.com/MetraElectronics
www.twitter.com/MetraElectronic
www.youtube.com/user/MetraElectronics
www.instagram.com/MetraElectronics

Order anytime day or night at www.MetraDealer.com
Download all our new catalogs at www.MetraOnline.com
2020 NEW MOTORCYCLE PRODUCTS

**BC-LBFL**
LOW BEAM SPOT / FOG FOR MOTORCYCLES
LED PROJECTOR LIGHT

- **UNIVERSAL**
- Current Consumption @13.8V: 0.55A (Low Beam), 0.13A (Fog), 0.3A (Strobe)
- Wattage: 30W
- Raw Lumens: 1200lm
- 3-Way Switchback: Low Beam/Fog Light/Strobe
- Clamp mount design
- Sold individually

---

**BC-STS1**
SEQUENTIAL TURN SIGNAL

- **UNIVERSAL**
- Sequential turn signal
- LED Color: Amber
- LED Count: 12 LEDs per light
- Current Consumption @13.8V: 0.01A (each)
- Length: 3.5 inches
- Set of 2

---

**BC-STS3**
3" LED TURN SIGNAL PACK
SEQUENTIAL TURN SIGNAL

- **UNIVERSAL**
- Adhesive mounting
- LED Color: Amber
- LED Count: 12 LEDs per light
- Current Consumption @13.8V: 0.09A (each)
- Length: 3 inches
- Set of 2

---

**BC-LPBS1**
STOP, TURN AND RUNNING LIGHT RUBBER STRIP
FLEXIBLE LED STRIP

- **UNIVERSAL**
- 7.7" long flexible rubber LED strip
- Stop, turn and running light functions
- Adhesive backed mounting
- 16 amber LEDs (8 left/8 right)
- 33 red LEDs
- IP67
- Hardwire connections
**BC-SBMKL**
SADDLEBAG LED ACCENT LIGHTS
FITS HARLEY-DAVIDSON® FLH AND FLT

- Painted vivid black with white LEDs through smoked lens
- Mounts with 3M double sided tape

**BC-BFKC**
FRONT FORK LED ACCENT LIGHTS
FITS HARLEY-DAVIDSON®

- Red two-stage LED light - Running and Turn
- Fits Touring models 2014-UP*
- Painted vivid black
- Covers factory axle nuts creating smooth look
- Stainless mounting hardware included

* Visit MetraOnline.com For Up-To-Date Vehicle Specific Applications
2020 NEW MOTORCYCLE PRODUCTS

**BC-STLOGO**
SADDLE TRAMP
METAL LOGO
- UNIVERSAL
  - 4.5”x1.25” Saddle Tramp logo
  - 3M adhesive backing

**BC-9702**
UP POWER HARNESS
FITS POLARIS® SLINGSHOT
- 2018-UP*
  - Plugs into OE power connector
  - Harness will provide 12v constant, ignition and ground

**BC-RGB-PTI**
FEMALE TO BARE END
RGB HARNESS
- UNIVERSAL
  - Female to bare end

**BC-RGB-PT2**
MALE TO BARE END
RGB HARNESS
- UNIVERSAL
  - Male to bare end

**BC-RGB-Y1**
1 FEMALE TO 2 MALE
RGB Y HARNESS
- UNIVERSAL
  - 1 female to 2 male ends

**BC-RGB-Y2**
1 MALE TO 2 FEMALE
RGB Y HARNESS
- UNIVERSAL
  - 1 male to 2 female ends

CALL TO ORDER 1.386.257.2956
NEW 12 STRIP RGB PLUG-N-PLAY KIT!!

BC-RGB-K1
RGB 12-LED STRIP KIT WITH CONTROLLER
FITS HARLEY-DAVIDSON® FLH AND FLT WITH TOUR-PAK®
1996-UP

+ Kit is completely plug-n-play with OE style connections
+ Water-tight connectors
+ 5050 LED strips with black base
+ 3M adhesive backing
+ RGB colors are app controlled
+ RGB controller included
+ Trigger controls for brake and turn signals pre-wired

KIT INCLUDES
+ Plug-n-play rear lighting T-harnesses
+ 1996-2013 8-pin OE plug
+ 2010-2013 6-pin OE plug
+ 2014-UP* 6-pin OE plug
+ Independent On/Off switch that can turn your lights on with ignition off
+ Alcohol prep pads, adhesive promoter and zip ties

* Shown without Tour-Pak®

* Visit MetraOnline.com For Up-To-Date Vehicle Specific Applications
2018-UP* JEEP WRANGLER JL SPORT

JP-JFOG2  FOG LIGHT BRACKET  PAIR

- Mounts with factory hardware
- Coverts any JP-xxx 4” fog light to a direct bolt-on
- Brackets marked for left and right sides and top for easier orientation
- Durable ABS construction
- Lights sold separately

2018-UP*

JP-SML2  LED SIDE MARKER LIGHT  13.5 WATTS

- (27) 0.5-watt LEDs
- Smoked crystalline lens
- Amber LED
- Multi-angle internal reflector
- Integrated anti-flicker
- Plug-n-play with factory connector
- IP67
- Fits Jeep Wrangler JL/JT 2018-UP*

2018-UP* JEEP WRANGLER JL / GLADIATOR JT

JP-1015  OVERHEAD SPEAKER ADAPTERS SOUNDBAR

- Retains the factory soundbar
- Allows provision for 6.5” speakers and a spot for a tweeter
- Can be used with speaker grille part # BC-SPG
- Hardware, sound deadening batting and speaker harnesses included
- Cutting of the interior material of the soundbar needed
  (template provided)
- (2) grille replacements
- (2) cutting template/grille support
- (8) speaker mounting screws
- (12) grille replacement screws
- (20) cutting template/grille support screws
- (2) speaker harnesses
- (2) sound deadening padding
### 2018-UP JEEP WRANGLER JL MODELS

#### Camera Replacement Bracket

**JP-JLKT**

- Cost effective replacement for the OEM LVDS camera
- RCA output for aftermarket radios or monitors
- Can be viewed while driving with compatible monitor
- Improved power circuit
- Resolution: 550 TV Lines
- Viewing angle - 160°
- Direct OE replacement
- Selectable parking lines
- Water-resistant - IP68

### 2018-UP* JEEP WRANGLER JL

#### LED Third Tail Light

**JP-TTL3T**

- (5) 0.5-watt LEDs
- Polycarbonate lens
- Plug-n-play with factory connector
- IP67
- Fits Jeep Wrangler JL 2018-UP*

2.5 Watts
CUBE LIGHTS • DUAL ROW

DL-CL2
5D SPOT 6 LED

- Wattage*: 36W • Raw Lumens*: 2520lm
- Current Consumption* @13.8V: 2.6A • IP Rating: IP67
- Input Voltage: 10-30V DC • Color Temperature: 6000K
- Beam Pattern: Spot 5D lens
- Cube Dimensions: 3.5"H x 4"W x 2.75"D (including bracket)
*Total value for set of two lights

DL-CL3
140° DUAL ZONE 12 LED

- Wattage*: 72W • Raw Lumens*: 2520lm
- Current Consumption* @13.8V: 5.2A • IP Rating: IP67
- Input Voltage: 10-30V DC • Color Temperature: 6000K
- Beam Pattern: Combo (Spot & Flood)
- Cube Dimensions: 4.5"H x 3.9"W x 3.2"D (including bracket)
*Total value for set of two lights

COMMON FEATURES

- Housing Material: Die-cast aluminum • Color: Black • Lens Material: Polycarbonate
- Hardware: Stainless steel • Electronics: Integrated-epoxy encapsulated
- Operating Temperature: -40° F to 140° F • Protection: Reverse polarity

DRIVING LIGHTS

DL-DL1
TRADITIONAL 20 LED

- Wattage*: 40W • Raw Lumens*: 2880lm
- Current Consumption* @13.8V: 2.9A • IP Rating: IP67
- Input Voltage: 10-30V DC • Color Temperature: 6500K
- Beam Pattern: Spot 10°
- Cube Dimensions: 1.9"H x 6.3"W x 2.5"D
*Total value for set of two lights

DL-DL4S
SQUARE 9 LED

- Wattage*: 54W • Raw Lumens*: 3510lm
- Current Consumption* @13.8V: 3.4A • IP Rating: IP67
- Input Voltage: 10-30V DC • Color Temperature: 6500K
- Beam Pattern: Flood 60°
- Cube Dimensions: 5.0"H x 4.3"W x 2.2"D
*Total value for set of two lights

DL-DL4R
ROUND 9 LED

- Wattage*: 54W • Raw Lumens*: 3510lm
- Current Consumption* @13.8V: 3.4A • IP Rating: IP67
- Input Voltage: 10-30V DC • Color Temperature: 6500K
- Beam Pattern: Flood 60°
- Cube Dimensions: 5.0"H x 4.3"W x 2.2"D
*Total value for set of two lights

COMMON FEATURES

- Housing Material: Die-cast aluminum • Color: Black • Lens Material: Polycarbonate
- Hardware: Stainless steel • Electronics: Integrated-epoxy encapsulated
- Operating Temperature: -40° F to 140° F • Protection: Reverse polarity
**RGB LED KITS**

**DL-RGBK1**  
**RGB LED INTERIOR KIT**  
- 4pc 12” RGB LED Strips  
- Extension wires and splitters included  
- Music controller with key fob and card remote  
- IP65 LED Strips  
- Easy installation with all plug and play connections  
- Includes cigarette adapter and hardwire power options  
- Key fob and remote can be used to control multiple DL-RGBK(x) kits  
- (2) 60cm extension cables, (2) 90cm extension cables and (1) 1-4 splitter

**DL-RGBK2**  
**RGB LED 10 STRIP KIT**  
- 10pc 4” RGB LED Strips  
- Extension wires and splitters included  
- Music controller with key fob and card remote  
- IP65 LED Strips  
- Easy installation with all plug and play connections  
- Includes cigarette adapter and hardwire power options  
- Key fob and remote can be used to control multiple DL-RGBK(x) kits  
- (1) 30cm extension cable, (1) 60cm extension cable, (1) 90cm extension cable, (1) 1-2 splitter and (1) 1-3 splitter

**DL-RGBK3**  
**RGB LED WHEEL WELL KIT**  
- 4pc 24” RGB LED Strips  
- Extension wires and splitters included  
- Music controller with key fob and card remote  
- IP65 LED Strips  
- Easy installation with all plug and play connections  
- Includes cigarette adapter and hardwire power options  
- Key fob and remote can be used to control multiple DL-RGBK(x) kits  
- (2) 90cm extension cables, (4) 160cm extension cables and (3) 1-2 splitters

**DL-RGBK4**  
**RGB LED UNDERBODY KIT**  
- 2pc 36” RGB LED Strips  
- 2pc 48” RGB LED Strips  
- Extension wires and splitters included  
- Music controller with key fob and card remote  
- 4 IP65 LED Strips  
- Easy installation with all plug and play connections  
- Includes cigarette adapter and hardwire power options  
- Key fob and remote can be used to control multiple DL-RGBK(x) kits  
- (5) 90cm extension cables